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Abstract

The acquisition of morphophonological alternations is hardly investigated in phonology (Macken
1995, Bernhardt & Stemberger 1998, Hayes 2004, Kerkhoff 2004). Learnability models of phono-
logical alternations often assume that allophonic variation is easy to learn, as it usually follows from
the phonology of the language (Peperkamp & Dupoux 2002, Hayes 2004). On the other hand,
these models assume that allomorphic variation is acquired late and learners often show para-
digm uniformity at the early stages of development. In our study of longitudinal data of seven
European Portuguese children, aged between 0;11 and 3;7, we investigate the acquisition vowel
alternations and show that children start acquiring those very early. In particular, children even
seem to distinguish vowels in neutralized context to a large extent. We argue that children acquire
the abstract phonological vowel system of European Portuguese very early, precisely because
of the large amount of systematic variation in the input. We will provide empirical evidence for
the claim that the phonological processes in the language help children to set up the abstract
vowel system of European Portuguese.
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Introduction

Research investigating the acquisition of phonology has mainly focused on the
relationship between the targeted adult forms (‘input’) and the children’s own pro-
duction of those forms (‘output’). This is usually expressed in terms of the chil-
dren’s developing phonological system. In the old days, this was done by means
of child-specific processes, such as fronting, consonant harmony, etc. (e.g. Ingram
1974, Smith 1973, Kiparsky & Menn 1977, and many others). Nowadays, the rela-
tionship between the targeted input and the realized output forms is usually expressed
in an OT-framework. On the assumption that in the initial state of the child’s phono-
logical grammar markedness constraints outrank faithfulness constraints (Smolensky
1996, Tesar & Smolensky 1998, 2000), children have more highly ranked marked-
ness constraints in their grammars than adults, because children have not yet demot-
ed all relevant markedness constraints below the relevant faithfulness constraints.
In other words, child language is typically less marked than the corresponding
adult language (see Kager, Pater & Zonneveld 2004, and many references there-
in). The standard assumption is that input structures are represented in an adult-
like fashion, and that any systematic discrepancies between the input and a child’s
output are due to the immature phonological system of the child. Yet, there is a
growing body of literature suggesting that children’s early lexical representations
may not be adult-like yet, and if they are, children are not always able to use the
details in representations for perception and/or production (see for instance, Fennell
2004, Swingley 2005, Fikkert, to appear). It is therefore worth investigating how
phonological representations are built up during the acquisition process and what
kind of evidence children may use to do so.

In the literature on acquisition of phonology there is little work done on the
acquisition of phonological ‘rules’ that also play a role in the adult system; i.e.,
allophonic and allomorphic variation, even though this has always been the hallmark
in adult phonology, which often sets out to determine which contrasts are impor-
tant in the language under investigation and what underlying phonological repre-
sentations look like. In fact, the issue of lexical representations is seldom discussed
in the literature on the acquisition of phonology. 

An exception is Kiparsky & Menn (1977)’ model of acquisition, which tries
to incorporate the development of lexical representations and the acquisition of
adult phonological rules. They argue that during acquisition children have two
types of rules: invented rules to simplify the adult target forms in such a way that
they can be produced by the children (the child-specific processes), and a set of
learned rules, which correspond to the rules in adult phonology. Kiparsky & Menn
present the model sketched in figure 1. In this model, children start out assuming
that the words they hear are represented in such as way that they are fairly similar
to the acoustic signal. That is, children do not yet have underlying representations
that are distinct from the perceived acoustic phonetic representations. Children try
to imitate these words. However, since perfect imitation is beyond children’s capac-
ities they invent rules to simplify the adult target forms. Each child may come up
with his or her own set of sometimes fairly idiosyncratic rules.
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In the course of development, children’s articulation and processing skills will
improve and they do therefore not rely as heavily on these invented rules as before.
That is, the invented rules start to disappear. At the same time, children are acquir-
ing the adult phonology (the to-be-learned rules). As a consequence, children are
learning that underlying representations are more abstract than the perceived pho-
netic representations. Consequently, a second level of representation appears:
abstract phonological representations. In other words, while the difference between
phonetic representations and production forms becomes smaller (and ultimately
disappears), the abstract phonological representation becomes more distinct from
the phonetic representations.1 Moreover, while the set of invented rules is decreas-
ing (and ultimately disappears), the set of learned rules is increasing. This set of
rules largely refers to allophonic variation and morphophonological alternations.
Yet, this latter component is not worked out in any detail, and neither is it picked
up in the subsequent literature on acquisition of phonology (e.g. Macken 1995,
Bernhardt & Stemberger 1998, Peperkamp & Dupoux 2002, Hayes 2004). What
is attractive about the model is that it provides a way to account for developing
lexical representations, which are related to the acquisition of the target phono-
logical system.

Therefore, we claim that the acquisition of allophonic and allomorphic varia-
tion (the learned rules) should be central to the theory of acquisition as well, as it
provides evidence for the way children store phonological representations and for
their system of phonological contrasts. Yet, we are unaware of studies that discuss
acquisition data on these issues.

The fact that acquisition of morphophonological alternations is hardly studied is
partly due to the fact that most acquisition studies are based on Germanic languages,
in which morphophonological alternations only play a limited role. In most cases
allomorphic variation can be straightforwardly accounted for as a consequence of the

1. It remains an undetermined issue whether the detailed phonetic representation with which the child
started the acquisition process remains part of the stored mental lexicon next to the abstract phono-
logical representation, or is replaced by the latter.

Figure 1. Kiparsky & Menn’s (1977) model of phonological acquisition.

A. Underlying representations hypothesized by the child

(A=>B) learned rules

B. Phonetic representations perceived by the child

(B=>C) invented rules

C. Child’s (intended) pronunciation
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general phonotactics of the language, the classical example being the choice of allo-
morph selection in English plural formation (Albright & Hayes 2003, Hayes 2004).
Cases in which the base word shows variation have not been investigated in detail
(but see Kerkhoff 2004, and Zamuner et al. 2006). An example comes from Dutch
plural formation, where the singular of the word hond is pronounced with a final
[t], due to final devoicing, but the plural honden with a [d], giving rise to variation
of the base form: hon[t] – hon[d]en ‘dog sg.-pl.’). Studies on the acquisition of
Romance languages with a rich system of morphophonological variation are impor-
tant, as they will shed light on the matter of how children acquire a phonological
system with a substantial amount of systematic surface variation.

In is important to distinguish between allophonic variation, for which a number
of researchers have argued that this can be acquired on the basis of the general phono-
tactics of the languages, and allomorphic variation, which is more difficult to acquire
as this requires children to link various variants to specific morphological conditions.
Many cases of allomorphy cannot be learned without lexical knowledge, i.e. mor-
phology and semantics (Peperkamp & Dupoux 2002). In general, children at early
stages of acquisition seem to ignore allomorphy and adhere to the principle of Paradigm
Uniformity. In Dutch, for example, children often produce the plural of hond [h:nt]
as [h:ntU(n)] (Kager 1999, Kerkhoff 2004). Stated in terms of Optimality Theory,
Hayes (2004) assumes that output-to-output faithfulness is initially (i.e. in the initial
state) ranked very high, ruling out allomorphy and supporting paradigm uniformity.
Thus, in general, it is assumed that morphophonology is acquired late, and that chil-
dren are not able to deal with variation to construct underlying lexical representa-
tions in early stages of phonological acquisition.

The situation is even more difficult if there is also neutralization at stake.
Contrasts that are neutralized are often hard to learn (Peperkamp & Dupoux 2002).
To illustrate this, let us briefly look at the case of vowel alternations in Chamorro,
presented in Peperkamp & Dupoux (2002), as this shows similarities to the European
Portuguese vowel system, although it is a bit less complex. In this language /u/ and
/o/ are reduced to [F] in unstressed position, as shown in (1):

(1) Chamorro vowel reduction

[dágF] ~ [i dUgú-kù] ‘yam – my yam’

[pécF] ~ [i pëcó-kù] ‘chest – my chest’

Since [F] only occurs in unstressed position, and /u/ and /o/ in stressed posi-
tion, it is not difficult to infer the rule of vowel reduction. However, it is impossi-
ble, given [F] to infer the underlying vowel. Peperkamp and Dupoux (2002) predict
that «in the phonological representation of words in the mental lexicon, infants
will include [F] rather than the underlying full vowel from which it is derived. As
morphology becomes available, they can recode the words more abstractly and
delete [F] from the phonological representation.» In other words, they argue, like
Kiparsky & Menn (1977), that phonological representations can change in the
course of development.
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In many languages – Chamorro and European Portuguese being among them –
the interaction between phonology and morphology gives rise to many alternating
forms, which may constitute a challenge for the child: how are variant forms relat-
ed, and which phonological representations must be stored in the mental lexicon.
As most of these alternations are very regular and predictable, traditional accounts
have assumed one underlying form from which related forms are derived. If chil-
dren follow the same logic they can be called ‘little linguists’. Although this approach
is currently under attack – in the exemplar-based models storage of all variants is
often assumed (Bybee 2001, and others) – it seems highly plausible that at least
one route to arrive at the variant forms is through the acquisition of phonological
processes (the learned rules in Kiparsky & Menn’s model), which may lead to stor-
age of adult-like abstract underlying representations. 

In this paper, we report on how children deal with the variation they encounter
in the target language, as reflected in their own production forms. We will argue
that young children do not necessarily store all target forms as they hear them,
but that they are able to deduce information about underlying representations from
alternations they encounter in the input. The fact that European Portuguese has a
number of processes that give rise to various kinds of vowel alternations cues chil-
dren to focus on contrastive features in the phonological system. Here we will focus
on one type of vowel alternation in particular: allophonic variation (see Fikkert
2005 for an account on stress-dependent variation in adult European Portuguese).
To account for the attested patterns, we also consider stress-related vowel reduction.
Our goal here is to investigate how the complex interaction of allophonic variation
and neutralization in the vowel system of European Portuguese (henceforth EP)
can be acquired. In the next section, we will first sketch the EP target system that
children need to acquire. Subsequently, we will define the exact learning problem
in section 2. Section 3 presents the database on which our analysis is based. Section
4 gives the analyses of the acquisition data. In section 5 the results are discussed.
The final section summarizes the main conclusions. 

1. The European Portuguese vowel system

European Portuguese has eight oral vowels in surface stressed positions, and four
in unstressed position as sketched in (2), based on Mateus & d’Andrade (2000)
and Fikkert (2005). Although [ɐ] does appear as a stressed vowel on the surface, its
appearance in this context is very restricted and predictable, as we will show below.
For that reason, Mateus & d’Andrade do not assume it to be an underlying vowel,
but consider it derived. Fikkert (2005) presents an analysis of the EP vowel sys-
tems, assuming that vowels can be [labial], [dorsal] or [coronal]; moreover, there
are two Tongue Height dimensions: [low] and [high]. We further assume here that
[coronal] is the default Place of Articulation (see also Mateus & d’Andrade 2000).2

2. For detailed arguments for these assumptions see Fikkert (2005). We further argue there that /i/
and /u/ must be specified for [high], and that the low vowels [a, ɔ, ε] are specified for [RTR].
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(2) Stressed position Unstressed position

The system exhibits vowel reduction in unstressed position very systematical-
ly, as shown in (3a). The high vowels /i/ and /u/ do not show alternation, as shown
in (3b). 

(3) Vowel alternations in stressed vs. unstressed position

(a) œm[a]la ‘bag’ m[ɐ]œlinha ‘bag’ diminutive
œs[ε]la ‘saddle’ s[�]œlar ‘to saddle’
œm[e]do ‘fear’ m[�]œdinho ‘fear’ diminutive
œm[ɔ]da ‘fashion’ m[u]œdista ‘dressmaker’
œl[o]bo ‘wolf’ l[u]œbinho ‘wolf’ diminutive

(b) œl[i]vro ‘book’ l[i]œvrinho ‘book’ diminutive
œt[u]bo ‘tube’ t[u]œbinho ‘tube’ diminutive

From a traditional generative view of phonology, it is assumed that the stressed
vowels are underlying, and the unstressed ones derived. From the stressed vowels
the unstressed ones can easily be derived (as the relationship is ‘many-to-one’), as
shown in (4), but the reverse is not true, as is shown in (5), where stressed vowels
cannot be inferred from unstressed vowels (a one-to-many case, as in Chamorro):

(4) Reduction of stressed vowels (‘many-to-one’)

a. /a/ reduces to [ɐ]

b. /ε, e/ reduce to [�]
c. /ɔ, o/ reduce to [u]

d. /i, u/ are not affected by the general vowel reduction rule

(5) Unstressed vowels relate to stressed vowels in a ‘one-to-many’ fashion

a. [ɐ] corresponds to /a/

b. [�] corresponds to /ε, e/

c. [u] corresponds to /ɔ, o, u/

d. [i] corresponds to /i/

Fikkert (2005) argues that this vowel reduction process can be accounted for by
assuming that vowels lose the Tongue Height feature [low] in unstressed position

high i u high i u

e ɐ o � ɐ

low RTR ε a ɔ

cor dors lab cor dors lab
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(see also Wetzels 1995). As /i/ and /u/ are specified for [high], they do not undergo
change. All other vowels reduce in unstressed position, as depicted in Figure 2.

We therefore argue that [�] must be a coronal vowel without Tongue Height spec-
ification, i.e. the default vowel (see also Freitas 2004 for further arguments for this posi-
tion). We further argue that [u] has two different underlying representations: underlying
/u/ is a high labial vowel, whereas unstressed /u/ deriving from underlying /o/ or /ɔ/
is a labial vowel without Tongue Height features (neither [high] nor [low]).

Of special interest to us is the vowel [ɐ]. Whereas [ɐ] mostly occurs in unstressed
position (as the result of the vowel reduction process just mentioned), it can also sur-
face in stressed position in the two conditions given in (6) with examples in (7): 

(6) Conditions in which stressed [ɐ] appears

a. stressed /a/ � [ɐ] if it is followed by a nasal consonant

b. stressed /e/ � [ɐ] if it is followed by a palatal segment

(7) a. Stressed underlying /a/ � [ɐ]/__Nasal consonant

aœr/a«/a � aœr[ɐ«]a ‘spider’
œc/an/a � œc[ɐn]a ‘cane’
œc/am/a � œc[ɐm]a ‘bed’

b. Stressed underlying /e/ � [ɐ]/__Palatal segment (nasal, liquid, fricative
or glide)

deœs/e«/os � dεœs[ɐ«]os ‘drawings’
aœb/eʎ/a � aœb[ɐʎ]a ‘bee’
boœch/eʃ/as� boœch[ɐʃ]as ‘cheeks’
cerœv/e�/a � cerœv[ɐ�]a ‘beer’
œl/ej/ � œl[ɐj] ‘law’

Thus, underlying /a/ and /e/ have two different surface forms, depending on
the nature of the following consonant, a typical case of allophonic variation. Stressed

Figure 2. Vowel reduction in unstressed position.
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/a/ can occur as either [a] or [ɐ]; stressed /e/ can occur as [e] or [ɐ]. As the occur-
rence of [ɐ] is entirely predictable – given the stressed vowel inventory – current
analyses (e.g. Mateus 1975; d’Andrade 1977; Mateus & d’Andrade 2000) have
assumed that stressed [ɐ] is not part of the inventory of phonological vowels in the
language, but assume it to be derived from either /a/ or /e/ (7a, b). Moreover, the cor-
responding unstressed vowels in the diminutive forms, given in (8a, b) differ for
the forms in (7a, b), due to the process of vowel reduction depicted in Figure 2. 

(8) a. Underlying /a/

aœr[ɐ]nha ‘spider’ ar[ɐ]œnhinha ‘spider’ diminutive
œc[ɐ]na ‘cane’ c[ɐ]œninha ‘can’ diminutive
œc[ɐ]ma ‘bed’ c[ɐ]œminha ‘bed’ diminutive

b. Underlying /e/

deœs[ɐ]nhos ‘drawings’ des[�]œnhinos ‘drawings’ diminutive
aœb[ɐ]lha ‘bee’ ab[�]œlhina ‘bee’ diminutive
boœch[ɐ]chas ‘cheeks’ boch[�]œchinhas ‘cheeks’ diminutive
cerœv[ɐ]ja ‘beer’ cerv[�]œjinha ‘beer’ diminutive
œl[ɐ]i ‘law’ l[�]œgal ‘legal’

Therefore, the main synchronic argument to postulate different underlying vow-
els for (7a, b) comes from the morphologically related forms in which the vowels
undergo reduction in unstressed position. The underlying vowel /a/ in (7a) sys-
tematically remains [ɐ] in (8a), whereas the underlying vowel in (7b) systemati-
cally reduces to [�], as in (8b). [ɐ] is the unstressed counterpart of /a/, while [�] is
the unstressed counterpart of /e/ or /ε/. This analysis finds support in the fact that
in some dialects /a/ surfaces as [a] and /e/ as [e], though this is not the case in the
dialect spoken in Lisbon, which is the dialect of the children in this study.

EP also has diphthongs that are traditionally analyzed as underlying /e/ fol-
lowed by a palatal glide. As the underlying /e/ occurs in a palatal environment, the
vowel surfaces as [ɐ] in (9a). Other Vowel-Glide sequences never undergo vowel
reduction, as shown in the second column of (9a) and in (9b). 

(9) a. Underlying /e/ plus palatal glide

œqu[ɐj]jo ‘cheese’ qu[ɐj]œjinho ‘cheese’ diminutive
œr[ɐj] ‘king’ r[ɐj]œnado ‘kingdom’
œp[ɐj]xe ‘fish’ p[ɐj]œxinho ‘fish’ diminutive
œl[ɐj]te ‘milk’ l[ɐj]œtinho ‘milk’ diminutive

b. No reduction in vowel-glide sequences 
p[aw]œsado ‘slowly’
c[aj]œxinha ‘box’ diminutive
pn[ew]moœnia ‘pneumonia’

Finally, in EP a stressed vowel followed by a palatal fricative may optionally
diphthongize. That is, forms with and without the glide [j] are in free variation, as
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shown in (10). This is evidence that the palatal consonants have a feature [high],
which characterizes /i/ and /j/.

(10) Palatal fricative may cause diphthongization of preceding vowel
boœch[ɐʃ]as  ~ boœch[ɐjʃ]as ‘cheeks’
cerœv[ɐ�]a ~ cerœv[ɐj�]a ‘beer’

2. The acquisition problem: hypotheses and predictions

As has become clear from the description of the EP vowel system, a child acquir-
ing EP will encounter many stress-dependent vowel alternations, where stressed
vowels retain their Place of Articulation features, but lose the Tongue Height fea-
ture [low] in unstressed position. From earlier work (Freitas 2004, and Fikkert
2005) we know that children make very few mistakes with respect to the Place of
Articulation features of vowels: coronal vowels are always realized as coronal,
labial vowels as labial, and dorsal vowels as dorsal. Tongue Height features are
more difficult to acquire, as we will see below. 

Our primary interest in this paper is how children deal with allophonic variation,
in particular, how they produce target stressed /e/ and /a/, which have alternating
forms, depending on the segmental environment they occur in (allophony). Target
underlying /a/ remains dorsal in all allophonic and allomorphic contexts. However,
target underlying /e/ is coronal in most contexts, but appears as dorsal [ɐ] before
palatals if stressed. To complicate matters, in the environment before a palatal
nasal, the contrast between stressed underlying /a/ and /e/ is neutralized: both sur-
face as stressed [ɐ]. Thus, there is both allophonic and allomorphic variation, as
well as neutralization in the context of a palatal nasal, as in the words in (11):

(11) a. aœr[ɐ«]a ‘spider’ underlying /a/

b. deœs[ɐ«]os ‘drawings’ underlying /e/

This raises the question of when and how children acquire such a complicat-
ed vowel system. There are several possible answers. 

We could entertain the ‘Little Linguist Hypothesis’. If children are little lin-
guists, they might want to start with the stressed vowel system and derive the
unstressed vowels from the stressed ones, as in that case they are dealing with a
many-to-one situation, shown in (4). The reverse situation is much more difficult.
In a ‘one-to-many’ situation errors are likely to arise, as shown in (5). Combined
with the fact that children seem to pay attention to stress (e.g. Echols & Newport
1992, Gerken 1996, Fikkert 1994, and others), and acquire vowel reduction fairly
late (e.g. Levelt 2002, Fikkert 1994, Freitas 2004, and others), it seems a reasonable
hypothesis to assume that children focus on stressed vowels first, and subsequently
pay attention to the unstressed ones. Under this hypothesis, we expect children to
produce the stressed counterparts for unstressed vowels, until the reduction rule is
acquired. Moreover, a further prediction is that children start with a vowel system
with eight stressed vowels, including /ɐ/.
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The question then is, how and when do children learn the real nature of the
stressed vowel [ɐ]. They must learn to make use of implicit negative eviden-
ce: stressed [a] never occurs before nasals, and stressed [e] never appears before
palatals. If children are able to use implicit negative evidence, or stated different-
ly, use statistical regularities in the input, they may discover the dual nature of
stressed [ɐ]. However, given the fact that the stressed vowels /a/ and /e/ neutralize
before a palatal nasal the child cannot solely rely on the distribution of stressed
vowels to arrive at adult-like lexical representations. To distinguish the stressed
vowels in (11a) and (11b), children must be able to compare different paradigmatic
forms, as shown in (12). It seems that the only way to learn that the vowels pre-
ceding the palatal nasal in aranha and desenhos are underlyingly different in nature
is by learning morphologically related pairs:

(12) /a/

To summarize, under the ‘little linguist’ hypothesis, we may expect that children
start with the stressed vowel system. At first, errors may involve the production of
unstressed vowels without vowel reduction. As vowel reduction is a very common
process, it is presumably learned before allophonic variation, which must be acquired
before allomorphic variation (needed to acquire the underlying contrast in the neu-
tralizing context.)

In learnability accounts, such as Tesar & Smolensky (1998, 2000), Hayes (2004),
and Peperkamp et al. (in press), often the following assumptions (or rather hypothe-
ses) are made. First, prelexical children – children in their first year of life when
they do not yet have a mental lexicon – have been shown to detect allophonic vari-
ation, presumably based on the distribution of segments in the target language (for
instance, Jusczyk et al. 1999). If EP children can do the same, we predict that they
can learn that surface [ɐ] in the context of a right-adjacent nasal corresponds to an
underlying /a/ and, similarly, that surface [ɐ] in the context of a right-adjacent palatal
corresponds to an underlying /e/ (allophonic variation). As prelexical infants already
know the distributional regularities of the language, systematic errors in production
are not predicted unless they are due to general articulatory problems. Children
should also be able to learn that vowels are realized differently in stressed and
unstressed position (stress-related vowel variation), as this can also largely be acquired
on the basis of distributional patterns in the language, except for the relationship
between stressed [ɐ] and unstressed [�], which is not straightforward, and may cause
problems. Similarly, the neutralizing context is hard to acquire, as in this context,
the child crucially has to make use of allomorphic variation, which is acquired late. 

a. aœr[ɐ]nh]+a ‘spider’ ar[ɐ]œnh]+inha ‘spider’ dim

/e/ or /ε /

b. deœs[ɐ]nh]+os ‘drawings’ des[�]'nh]+inhos ‘drawings’ dim
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A third alternative is that children simply store what they perceive and hence,
store variant forms of words, i.e. storage is exemplar-based (e.g., Bybee 2001). Under
this assumption one might expect that there are no systematic errors in production
of target vowels; alternatively, errors are frequency-based. In particular, in the neu-
tralizing context, we predict that children realize both underlying /e/ and underlying
/a/ as [ɐ]. As children never hear these target vowels produced differently in that con-
text, they should treat both underlying vowels the same and realize both vowels as
[ɐ]. That is, they arrive at the stressed vowel system in (2a), including the [ɐ]. 

The different theories make different predictions with respect to the expected
errors: under the ‘little linguist’ hypothesis, the main error type would be that unstressed
vowels have the same segmental structure as the stressed vowels, until the reduction
rule is acquired. In the learnability account, errors may be expected in the neutraliz-
ing context only, as this cannot be learned solely on the basis of distributional regu-
larities in the input. Finally, under an exemplar theory no systematic errors are pre-
dicted, as words are stored correctly, and there is no need for deriving abstract
underlying representations. If errors occur, these must be related to frequency of
those forms in the input. It seems that under all predictions, children are expected to
have difficulties acquiring the underlying contrast between stressed /e/ and /a/ in the
neutralizing context of a right-adjacent palatal nasal. If children show a difference
in behavior with regard to the forms in (12), this difference must be due to the fact
that children have been able to compare morphologically related forms. It turns
out that the children indeed are treating both vowels differently. Before we turn to
the acquisition data, we first introduce the database on which this research is based.

3. The database

Our study is based on longitudinal spontaneous data from 7 monolingual children
acquiring European Portuguese spoken in Lisbon. At the start of a one-year peri-
od of data collection the age of the children varied between 10 months and 2 years
and 7 months. The children were videotaped once a month at the children’s homes
during spontaneous interaction with the principal investigator (the second author).
Sessions lasted between 30 and 60 minutes. The data are phonetically transcribed
and entered into the 4th Dimension program ‘Wordbase’, which was developed at
the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen. The database contains
a total of 18654 utterances.

Although the data have been collected longitudinally, in the paper we have col-
lapsed the data of each child for the main analyses. We extracted all children’s pro-
ductions of target words with stressed /a/ followed by a nasal (section 4.1), and of
target words with stressed /e/ followed by a palatal consonant (section 4.2). We
compared the children’s productions of stressed /e/ and /a/ before a palatal nasal, i.e.
the context where both neutralize (section 4.3). Subsequently, we considered the
same environments in unstressed position (section 4.4). A summary of the results
is found in section 4.5. The number of data for each child is fairly limited and often
no development could be detected. However, where we are able to report on deve-
lopmental changes, we will do so. 
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4. The acquisition of allophonic variation in European Portuguese vowels

4.1. Acquisition of allophonic variation of stressed vowel /a/

Stressed target /a/ can surface as either [a] or [ɐ], depending on the segmental con-
text, as discussed in section 2. In (13), we present a representative sample of chil-
dren’s productions of target words with stressed underlying /a/ before nasal con-
sonants, which in the adult language surfaces as [ɐ]. 

(13) Children’s production data of target stressed /a/ � [ɐ]/ ___ Nasal consonant
œch[ɐm]a � [œʃɐ] (Marta 1;2.0) ‘to call’ 3rd sg
œc[ɐm]a � [œkɐmɐ] (Inês 1;9.19) ‘bed’
œc[ɐn]a � [œka] (Luís 1;9.29) ‘stick’
œc[ɐm]a � [œkɐβɐ] (Raquel 1;10.2) ‘bed’
baœn[ɐn]a � [mɐœnɐnɐ] (Inês 1;10.29) ‘banana’
œv[ɐm]os � [œɐmuʃ] (Marta 1;11.10) ‘to go’ 1st pl
piœ[ɐn]o � [�biœɐnu] (Marta 2;0.26) ‘piano’
peliœc[ɐn]o � [œka] (João 2;3.19) ‘pelican’
œb[ɐ«]o � [œba] (Inês 1;5.11) ‘shower’
œb[ɐ«]o � [œbaju]/ [œbɐj«u] (Inês 1;9.19) ‘shower’
esœtr[ɐ«]a � [ʃ œtɐ«ɐ] (Marta 1;10.4) ‘strange’

From the data in (13) it is clear that stressed underlying /a/ surfaces as either
[a] or [ɐ] in the children’s production data. This can clearly be seen in Figure 3,
which gives the percentages of occurrence of production forms for target stressed
/a/ in nasal context for all children. The raw total numbers of children’s produc-
tions of stressed /a/ before nasals is 261. Not all children show variation: some
children almost invariable realize /a/ as [ɐ]; One child, Inês, often uses [a], but does

Figure 3. Percentage of different realizations for stressed /a/ followed by nasal.
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not realize the nasal in that case. In general, variation decreases in the course of
development.

Stressed /a/ in non-nasal context always surfaces as a dorsal vowel [a], as shown
by the examples in (14):

(14) Stressed /a/ in non-nasal context 
Adult form Child’s production
maœc[a]co � [œkaw] (Marta 1;3.8) ‘monkey’
saœp[a]to � [œpatu] (Marta 1;3.8) ‘shoe’
coœl[a]r � [kɐœlalɐ] (Marta 1;5.17) ‘necklace’
giœr[a]fa � [œ	a] (Inês 1;6.6) ‘giraffe’
boœl[a]cha � [œlasɐ] (Luís 1;9.29) ‘cookie’
œt[a]pa � [œtapɐ] (Raquel 1;10.2) ‘to cover’ imp.
œs[a]po � [œʃapu] (Luís 1;11.20) ‘frog’
œs[a]po � [œapu]/ [œapo] (João 2;2.28) ‘frog’
œg[a]lo � [œkaw] (Laura 2;2.30) ‘cock’
œm[a]r � [œman] (Pedro 2;7.0) ‘monkey’

In this context, there is no variation. Hence, the fact that children produce under-
lying /a/ differently if followed by a nasal than when followed by a non-nasal, indi-
cates that children have some knowledge about the allophonic context.

4.2. Acquisition of allophonic variation of stressed vowel /e/ 

In (15) we present examples of children’s production forms of target stressed under-
lying /e/ which surfaces as [ɐ] before palatal consonants in the target language.

(15) Children’s production data of target stressed /e/ � [ɐ]/ ___ Palatal consonant
oœr[ɐʎ]as � [œ	e] (Inês 1;5.11) ‘ears’
aœb[ɐʎ]a � [ɐœbεlɐ] (Marta 1;7.18) ‘bee’
œf[ɐʃ]a � [œfeʃɐ] (Marta 1;8.18) ‘to close’ 3rd sg
oœr[ɐʎ]as � [wɔ
œlelɐʃ] (Inês 1;10.29) ‘ears’
œm[ɐj]a � [œmɐj]/[œmej] (Marta 2;0.26) ‘sock’
œp[ɐjʃ]e � [œpɐj]/[œpεj] (João 2;1.23) ‘fish’
œs[ɐj]s � [œʃɐjʃ]/[œʃejʃ] (Luís 2;2.27) ‘six’
verœm[ɐʎ]o � [vœmɐʎu]/ [vœmεʎu] (Laura 2;2.30) ‘red’
œf[ɐʃ]a a � [œfejfa] (Raquel 2;3.3) ‘to close the’ 3rd sg
verœm[ɐʎ]o � [v�œmɐju]/[v�œmeju] (João 2;8.27) ‘red’
œd[ɐj]xa(-me) � [œdɐjʃɐm]/[œdeʃɐ] (Pedro 3;2.0) ‘to let’ 3rd sg
deœs[ɐ«]o � [œ�ɐ«u] (Marta 1;11.10) ‘drawing’
œt[ɐ«]o (a) � [œtɐ«u]/[œte«ɐ] (Luís 2;8.16) ‘to have’ 1st sg

Figure 4 shows that underlying /e/ is produced either as [ɐ] or as [e] or [ε].
Children vary in their favorite choice: some children produce mostly dorsal vow-
els; others, like Inêz, prefer coronal vowels. Here the decrease in variation is not
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clear at all; it rather looks like variation is increasing with development. We will
come back to developmental trends later. The raw total numbers of children’s pro-
ductions of stressed /e/ before palatals is 210.

To rule out the possibility that /e/ simply shows much variability in general,
we also examined positions in which they should surface unchanged. In (16) exam-
ples are presented of underlying /e/ in stressed position in other contexts than before
a palatal consonant. These data show that children’s productions are invariably
realized with a coronal vowel, although some errors occur with respect to vowel
height. The forms never show up with a dorsal vowel.

(16) Stressed /e/ in non-palatal contexts 
Adult form Child’s production
Iœn[e]s � [neœne] (Inês 1;0.25) Name
caœb[e]lo � [kɐœbew] (Marta 1;6.23) ‘hair’
caœb[e]lo � [œbew] (Luís 1;9.29) ‘hair’
œz[e]bra � [œεbɐ] (Luís 1;9.29) ‘zebra’
œpr[e]ta � [œpetɐ]/[œpitɐ] (Inês 1;10.29) ‘black’
œd[e]do � [œdedu] (Raquel 1;11.20) ‘finger’
œm[e]sa � [œmezɐ] (Laura 2;2.30) ‘table’
œtr[e]s � [t�œɾeʃ] (Laura 2;2.30) ‘three’
œv[e]rde � [œbe] (João 2;4.30) ‘green’
coœm[e]r � [kuœme] (Pedro 2;7.0) ‘to eat’
œv[e]rde � [œved�] (Pedro 2;7.0) ‘green’
œP[e]dro � [œpeðu] (Pedro 2;7.0) Name
faœz[e]r � [vɐœze] (Pedro 2;8.19) ‘to do’
œtr[e]s � [œteθ] (Raquel 2;10.8) ‘three’

Figure 4. Percentage of different realizations for stressed /e/ followed by palatal.
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The fact that /e/ in a palatal context shows considerably more variation than in
a non-palatal context suggests that children possess knowledge of allophonic vari-
ation. Allophonic variation is thus acquired fairly early.

However, if we compare Figure 3 and 4, differences between the two allophonic
contexts become clear. Although in these contexts the target language invariable
has [ɐ], the figures and examples in (14)–(16) show that children produce more
variation with target underlying /e/, than with target underlying /a/. Moreover, chil-
dren clearly distinguish underlying /a/ from underlying /e/. Underlying /a/ is invari-
ably produced as dorsal, but underlying /e/ can either be dorsal or coronal. In non-
neutralizing contexts /a/ and /e/ both are produced with the correct place of
articulation. Stressed /a/ is correctly realized as [a] and stressed /e/ as a coronal
vowel, i.e. mostly [e], but sometimes [ε] or [i]. Before we discuss these results in
more detail, let us first look at one context in particular: How do children treat
underlying /a/ and /e/ before palatal nasals?

4.3. The acquisition of stressed underlying /a/ and /e/ in a neutralizing context 

As shown in (11), before a palatal nasal underlying /a/ and /e/ in stressed position
are completely neutralized. The data in (17) show that in this context, children still
treat underlying /a/ and /e/ differently. Underlying /a/ surfaces as [a] or [ɐ] (17a),
underlying /e/ surfaces as, [e] or [ɐ] (17b):

(17) Children’s production data of target stressed /a/ and /e/� [ɐ]/ ___ Palatal nasal

a. Target stressed /a/ � [ɐ]/ ___ Palatal nasal
Adult form Child’s production
œb[ɐ«]o � [œba] (Inês 1;5.11) ‘shower’
œb[ɐ«]o � [œbaju]/ [œbɐj«u] (Inês 1;9.19) ‘shower’
esœtr[ɐ«]a � [œʃtɐ«ɐ] (Marta 1;10.4) ‘strange’
œb[ɐ«]o � [œbɐ] (João 2;2.28) ‘shower’
esœtr[ɐ«]o � [œʃtɐ«u] (Laura 2;3.2) ‘strange’
œb[ɐ«]o � [œpɐj//nju] (Luís 2;4.4) ‘shower’
Esœp[ɐ«]a � [œpɐjɐ] (João 2;6.11) ‘Spain’
casœt[ɐ«]a � [kɐʃœtɐ«ɐ] (Pedro 2;8.19) ‘chestnut’

b. Target stressed /e/ � [ɐ]/ ___ Palatal nasal
Adult form Child’s production
deœs[ɐ«]o � [œ�ɐ«u] (Marta 1;11.10) ‘drawing’
œt[ɐ«]o (a) � [œtɐ«u]/[œte«ɐ] (Luís 2;8.16) ‘to have’ 1st sg
deœs[ɐ«]o � [œ�ɐ«�] (Pedro 2;9.22) ‘drawing’
œt[ɐ«]o � [œtɐ«u]/[œte«u] (Laura 2;11.4) ‘to have’ 1st sg
œv[ɐ«]a � [œvɐ«ɐ] (Pedro 3;2.25) ‘to come’ imp.
œt[ɐ«]o � [œte«�] (Pedro 3;3.18) ‘to have’ 1st sg

Target /a«/ in stressed position is usually produced as an /a/-like, i.e. dorsal
vowel [ɐ] or [a], namely in 96% of the cases, while target /e«/ is produced as an
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/a/-like vowel ([ɐ] or [a]) in 70% of the cases, and as an /e/-like vowel – mostly
[e] – in 30% of the cases. Although the numbers are very small, the data seem to sug-
gest that children indeed treat both underlying vowels differently, at least in 30%
of the case, despite the fact that they are neutralized in stressed position. The ques-
tion is how children know that some surface vowels before palatal nasals corre-
spond to target /a/ and others to target /e/? The difference between the two vow-
els shows up when they appear in unstressed position: unstressed /a/ before a palatal
nasal appears as [ɐ] in the target language, while unstressed /e/ before a palatal nasal
appears as [�], as shown in (12). Let us therefore now examine how children pro-
duce underlying /a/ and /e/ in unstressed positions. 

4.4. /a/ and /e/ in unstressed position before palatal nasals

So far, we have focused on how children produce target stressed /a/ and /e/ in dif-
ferent contexts (allophony). However, it is also worth looking at how children treat
these vowels in unstressed position in the same contexts. We considered all forms
that have an unstressed vowel that in principle could correspond to a word in which
the vowel is stressed, such as banho – banheira ‘bath’ (as in: taking a bath) – ‘bath’
(physical object). Actual morphologically related pairs are rarely present in our
database. Nevertheless, children produce some words with the stressed vowel, and
some with the unstressed vowel. The variation in the system between stressed
and unstressed occurrences of vowels should thus also be present in the child lan-
guage data.

4.4.1. Target unstressed /a/ before nasals in children’s productions
In unstressed position, target underlying /a/ surfaces as [ɐ] in the target language,
and thus also before nasals, as shown in (18). Children, too, produce mostly [ɐ] in
this context, as shown in Figure 5. The total numbers of productions of unstressed
/a/ before nasals is 300. 

(18) Children’s production data of target unstressed /a/ � [ɐ]/ ___ Nasal consonant
Adult form Child’s production
m[ɐœm]ocas � [mɐœmɔ] (Inês1;5.11) ‘breast’ dim
b[ɐœ«]eira � [bɐœiɾɐ] (Inês 1;9.19) ‘bath’
[ɐm]aœrelas � [ɐmɐœɾεlɐʃ] (Laura 2;2.30) ‘yellow’
ap[ɐœ«]a-lo � [pɐœ«alu] (Raquel 2;3.3) ‘to cath it’ 1st sg
b[ɐœ«]eira � [mɐœðɐjtɐ] (Luís 2;4.4) ‘bath’
gaf[ɐœ«]oto � [	ɐfɐœ«ot�] (Laura 2;4.30) ‘grasshopper’
eng[ɐœn]ar � [ẽ	ɐœnaɾ�] (Luís 2;2.27) ‘to cheat’
b[ɐœ«]eira � [bɐœnɐjɐ] (Pedro 2;8.19) ‘bath’
ch[ɐœm]ar � [ʃɐœmaɾ] (Pedro 2;9.22) ‘to call’

The fact that children produce unstressed /a/ before a nasal in an adult-like way
is perhaps not surprising given the fact that there is no alternation for underlying /a/
before nasals in the target language: in both stressed and unstressed position they
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surface as [ɐ]. Occasionally, unstressed /a/ is realized as [�] by children, as can be
seen in Figure 5. We will come back to this in the discussion.

4.4.2. Target unstressed /e/ in children’s productions
In unstressed position, underlying /e/ before a palatal surfaces as [�] and not as [ɐ]
in the target language. Figure 6 presents children’s realizations of unstressed /e/

Figure 5. Percentage of different realizations for unstressed /a/ before nasal.
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Figure 6. Percentage of different realizations for unstressed /e/ before palatal.
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before palatal consonants. The total number of children’s productions of unstressed
/e/ before palatals is 403.

The figure shows a considerable amount of variation, unlike that for underly-
ing /a/ in a nasal context. In (19) examples are provided from children’s produc-
tions of unstressed underlying /e/ before a palatal consonant (nasal, liquid, fricative),
while (20) presents data of an unstressed underlying /e/ before a palatal glide. Here
we are dealing with a special case, as the resulting diphthongs do not generally
reduce as we saw in (10).

(19) Children’s production data of target unstressed /e/ � [�]/ ___ Palatal consonant
Adult form Child’s production
f[�œʃ]ou � [fεœʃo] (Marta 1;11.10) ‘to close’ 3rd sg
uma ab[�œʎ]inha � [umab�œʎi«ɐ] (Marta 2;1.19) ‘one bee’
f[�œʃ]ar � [piœʃaɾ] (Raquel 2;3.3) ‘to close’
ab[�œʎ]inhas � [ɐb�œʎi«ɐʃ] (Laura 2;9.30) ‘bees’
t[�]œlhado � [tiœʎadu]/ [t�œʎadu] (Laura 3;2.4) ‘roof’
t[�]'lhado � [tœʎadu] (Laura 3;3.10) ‘roof’

(20) Children’s production data of target unstressed /e/ � [ɐ]/ ___ Palatal glide
Adult form Child’s production
l[ɐj]œtinho � [t�œtiw] (Inês 1;8.2) ‘milk’ dim
l[ɐj]œtinho � [tiœtiw] (Inês 1;10.29) ‘milk’ dim
qu[ɐj]œjinho � [kiœʃi«u] (Marta 1;7.18) ‘cheese’ dim
p[ɐj]œxinho � [piœ�inu]/ [p�œsinow] (Luís 1;9.29) ‘fish’ dim
b[ɐj]œjinhos � [bɐjœ�i«ʃ]/[bejœʃi«�] (Laura 2;4.30) ‘kiss’ dim
p[ɐj]œxinhos � [pejœʃi«uʃ] (Laura 2;8.23) ‘fish’ dim
d[ɐj]œtar � [dejœtaɾ�] (Laura 3;1.6) ‘to go to bed’
d[ɐj]œtar � [diœtaɾ] (Laura 3;2.4) ‘to go to bed’
d[ɐj]œxou � [deœʃo] (Pedro 3;2.25) ‘to leave’
p[ɐj]œxinhos � [pɐjœʃi«]/[pejœʃi«uʃ] (Pedro 3;6.22) ‘fish’ dim

From Figure 6, we can conclude that unstressed /e/ before palatal consonants is
most often realized as a coronal vowel. It can be realized as either the reduced vowel
[�], the unreduced [e], but also as [i]. However, it is also often realized as [ɐ].

Again, we see that there is much more variation with /e/ before palatal conso-
nants than with /a/ before nasal consonants. Apparently, the latter process is easi-
er to acquire. We will come back to this in the discussion. 

4.5. Summary of the results

To summarize the results of our investigation we can say that children are able to learn
the allophonic variation: In neutral contexts children realize stressed target /a/ invari-
ably as a dorsal vowel [a]. However, before a nasal children usually produce [ɐ], as
shown in Figure 3. Only in 11% of the cases did children realize [a]. For stressed tar-
get /e/ vowels, a similar – although less robust pattern – was shown. Whereas stressed
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target /e/ in neutral contexts was invariably realized as a coronal vowel (mostly /e/), in
palatal contexts much more variation was seen, as shown in Figure 4. Children produced
the vowel target-like as [ɐ] in 56% of the cases. Thus, even though the percentage cor-
rect lies behind the percentage correct for /a/ in a nasal context, the children show evi-
dence that they are in the process of acquiring the allophonic variation in this context.
However, there is a difference between the two allophonic contexts. In developmen-
tal terms, children start exhibiting [ɐ]/[e] vowel alternation for targets with underlying
/e/ very early in production, but it takes quite some time before the system has stabi-
lized; on the contrary, targets with underlying /a/ match the target system much earli-
er. In other words, the phonological process by which stressed /a/ surfaces as [ɐ] in a
nasal environment (see the examples in (7a)) is acquired earlier than the process by
which stressed /e/ surfaces as [ɐ] in a palatal environment (7b).

Surprisingly enough, the contrast between /e/ and /a/ is even starting to be
acquired in the neutralizing context, i.e. before a palatal nasal, although this process
has not been completed. Before a palatal nasal target /a/ is produced target-like [ɐ]
in 96% of the cases; in that context target /e/ is produced as [ɐ] 70%. In the remain-
der of the cases a coronal is realized, indicating that the children have some knowl-
edge of the underlying coronal nature of the target vowel. 

We further considered children’s productions of target /a/ before nasals and
target /e/ before palatals in unstressed position. For target /a/ children predomi-
nantly produced the unstressed target-like variant [ɐ] (80%), but sometimes they
opted for the default vowel [�] (12%). For target /e/ children produced a coronal
vowel in 73%; in 20% of the cases they realized a dorsal vowel [ɐ]. The data are
summarized in Table 1.

3. Only the least developed children João and Marta seem to use both [e] and [ε] for stressed target
/e/. We hypothesize that these children have not fully acquired the contrast between /e/ and /ε/.
The same may hold for the contrast between /o/ and /ɔ/ (see Fikkert 2005). 

Table 1. Comparison of stressed and unstressed /e/ and /a/.

/a/ before nasal percentage

Stressed /a/ [ɐ] 88
(target [ɐ]) [a] 11

Unstressed /a/ [�] 12

(target [ɐ]) [ɐ] 80

/e/ before palatal C percentage

Stressed /e/ [ɐ] 55

(target [ɐ]) [e] 26

[ε]3 17

Unstressed /e/ [�] 31

(target [�]) [i] 25

[ɐ] 20

[e] 14
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5. Discussion

Children are faced with the following puzzle: stressed [ɐ] in the context of a palatal
nasal can originate from underlying /e/ or /a/. How then do children arrive at the
conclusion that the stressed vowels in aranha [ɐ œɾɐ«ɐ] ‘spider’ and desenhos
[d�œzɐ«uʃ] ‘drawings’ are underlyingly different? We saw that children produce /a/
before a palatal nasal in 96% of the cases as dorsal, and /e/ before a palatal nasal in
30% as a coronal vowel, and in 70% of the cases as dorsal [ɐ]. In other words, chil-
dren seem to be treating both vowels differently, at least in part. In case of /a/ the
target language always realized a dorsal vowel, both in stressed and in unstressed
position. It is therefore not surprising that children realize a dorsal vowel as well.
However, the target language realizes an underlying /e/ differently, depending on the
position: in neutral contexts and in unstressed position underlying /e/ is realized
as coronal. In stressed position before a palatal the target language invariably has
dorsal [ɐ]. Yet, children produce stressed underlying /e/ as coronal 30% of the
time. Perhaps the most striking result is that children start to distinguish the contrast
between /e/ and /a/ in the neutralizing context, which under all hypotheses would
have been the most difficult to acquire. The question is how do they do it? The first
hypothesis would of course be that children know the morphologically related
words and can use this information to build abstract phonological representations.
This is depicted in (21):

(21) /a/

However, we analyzed the database for the existence of related words in the
children’s data and these are extremely rare.4 Therefore, there is no support for this
hypothesis on the basis of production data. Of course, it could be the case that chil-
dren only produce one form of a pair, but perceive or passively know related pairs,
and that the passive lexicon has guided these children. We are not in a position to
evaluate this possibility as no perception data, nor analyses of child-directed EP
speech are available to us yet. 

In general, we also noticed a difference in accuracy of production in the two
different allophonic contexts. Although both /a/ before nasals and /e/ before palatals
surface as [ɐ] in the target language, we saw that children produce underlying /a/

4. Unfortunately, we do not have access to a child-directed speech corpus to see whether the lack of
morphologically related words is characteristic of child language, or whether it also reflects the

a. aœr[ɐ]nh]+a 'spider' ar[ɐ]œnh]+inha ‘spider’ dim

/e, ε /

b. deœs[ɐ]nh]+os 'drawings' des[�]'nh]+inhos‘drawings’ dim
input to children.
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much more adult-like than underlying /e/, for which they often produce a coronal
vowel. It could be the case that children have noticed that /e/ before palatals in
unstressed position usually surfaces as a coronal vowel, and hence, that before
palatal nasals coronal vowels can occur. They may generalize that to stressed posi-
tion. However, this still does not explain why this only happens to stressed under-
lying /e/ and not to stressed underlying /a/. 

Stressed /a/ before a nasal was produced either target-like as [ɐ] (88%), or as [a],
i.e. the underlying vowel. Thus, in this position, the child produces a dorsal, but
not always the reduced dorsal. Standard EP does not allow a sequence of a low
vowel plus a nasal, nor nasalized low vowels (Mateus & d’Andrade 2000). The
fact that children do sometimes produce this sequence indicates that they have not
yet fully acquired this constraint. The children who produced the [a] before a nasal
consonant did so only in early stages of development, indicating that this constraint
is acquired early.

In unstressed position, underlying /a/ before nasals was produced target-like
as [ɐ] (80%). It appeared as [�] in 11% of the cases. /a/ is underlyingly specified as
[low] and [dorsal]. Fikkert (2005) proposes that vowel reduction involves the loss
of the Tongue Height feature [low] (and the feature [RTR], which is dependent on
[low], as shown in (2)). If /a/ loses its feature [low], it results in [ɐ]. If it also loses
its Place of Articulation features, we assume that it surfaces as [�]. This implies
that children correctly reduce /a/ in unstressed position, but they sometimes reduce
the vowel more than necessary. Of interest in this respect is that if children use a filler
vowel, they always use [�] (Freitas 2004), which is another indication that [�] is
the default vowel, which lacks any active phonological features (see also Dresher
2004).

The behavior of stressed /e/ before palatal consonants shows more variation
than stressed /a/ before nasals: Stressed /e/ before palatal consonants is produced
target-like as [ɐ] in 55% of the cases. It is produced as coronal in 43% of the cases,
indicating that children do not apply the ‘palatalization’ rule, and produce the
underlying vowel as [e] or [ε]. However, they do not produce [a] showing that they
do distinguish underlying /e/ and /a/. Moreover, the fact that both [e] or [ε] are pro-
duced is an indication for the fact that the Tongue Height dimension of the vowel
system is not yet in place. In the case of stressed /e/, there was no clear development:
if anything the amount of variation increases, rather than decrease. For most chil-
dren this pattern remained stable during the whole period of data collection, indi-
cating that this process is difficult to acquire.

Most puzzling is the behavior of unstressed /e/ before palatals. It is produced tar-
get-like as [�] in only 31% of the cases. We assume that /e/ is characterized by the
Tongue Height feature [low]. It does not have a Place of Articulation specification, as
we assume coronal to be underspecified. Therefore, if /e/ loses the feature [low], this
results in the surface vowel [�]. No further reduction (other than complete deletion)
can take place. However, there are three other realizations that children produce: [e]
(14%), [i] (25%), and [ɐ] (20%). Why do children show so much variation here?

Unstressed /e/ can appear as [e] in child language, in which case all underlying
features are realized and no reduction takes place. This only happens at the earli-
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est stages of development, and very quickly disappears as a possibility. Note that
unstressed /a/ was hardly ever produced as unreduced [a]. It is interesting in itself
that children produce unreduced vowels, as this is not part of their input (see for a
similar situation in Dutch and German, respectively Levelt 2002 and Kehoe & Lleo
2003). Clearly, they must still be figuring out the underlying nature of these vow-
els, and once the specifications in the vowel system are acquired, reduction becomes
an easy process. 

Freitas (2004) showed that both underlying /e/ and /ε/ in unstressed position
are produced as either [�] or [i], particularly by the youngest children. This seems
to indicate that children have not fully acquired the contrast between the two vow-
els [�] and [i]. Fikkert (2005) argued that in the target language [i] is specified for
[high], whereas [�] does not have any Tongue Height features and that this contrast
is acquired late. The feature [high] is phonologically not very active in Portuguese
vowels (see Fikkert 2005). This is why Mateus & d’Andrade (2000) assumed /i/
to be the default (fully underspecified) vowel (but they only considered stressed
vowels). Although not frequently, reduced /a/ sometimes also shows up as [i] (see
Figure 5).

Unstressed /e/ also shows up as [ɐ] fairly frequently. It is unlikely that children
change a coronal to a dorsal, as they make very few errors with respect to Place of
Articulation. Our hypothesis is that this vowel is not really dorsal, but is the result
of a low vowel with an adjacent palatal consonant with the feature [high]. Under
pressure of this feature [high] the low vowel cannot remain low. There are two
options: either a high coronal vowel [i] is realized, or the vowel becomes [ɐ], to
remain different from the target vowel /i/. Both processes appear in child language.

Thus, we argue that also the stressed surface [ɐ]’s in aranha and desenhos are
phonologically different: the first one comes from an /a/ losing its Tongue Height
feature [low], the second from an /e/ which is palatalized.5 That /e/ in a palatal con-
text is more difficult to acquire than /a/ in a nasal context is probably also due to the
fact that the palatal glides in the language behave differently from palatal consonants,
as we saw in (19) and (20). Here the question is whether /e/ plus glide is a diph-
thong or not. If it is not a diphthong, we would have expected that it would show
the same behavior as other /e/’s in a palatal context. However, this is not the case,
as /e/ plus palatal glide never undergoes reduction in the target system. In other
words, they must be real diphthongs in the target language, as diphthongs never
reduce (see (10b)). However, children seem to analyze them as underlying /e/ plus
palatal glide on a par with other underlying /e/’s in a palatal context as shown in
(20). Sometimes they are produced correctly as diphthongs, but reductions also
appear. 

The fact that the target language produces /ej/ as [ɐj] in unstressed position
may also have affected the number of unstressed [ɐ] productions for /e/ in child

5. Dresher (2004) makes a case of this point: systems that are phonetically similar, may be very dif-
ferent phonologically. One case that he mentions is the Yawelmani vowel system (Archangeli
1984) in which [o] can be underlying /o/ or /u/. The only way to know that these vowels are phono-
logically different is by their behaviour in phonological processes.
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language. All these facts combined seem to suggest that to acquire the rules involv-
ing /e/ is much more complicated that to acquire the rules involving /a/. The latter
is simply a matter of vowel reduction and acquiring the constraint against a sequence
of a low vowel plus a nasal. To acquire the rules involving /e/ children must learn
the reduction process (in the allomorphic context), the palatalization process, and
they must learn the difference between simple vowels and diphthongs. The differ-
ence between the acquisition of /e/ and /a/ in different contexts is reflected both in
the developmental pattern (/a/-related processes are acquired before /e/-related
processes) and in the amount of variation in children’s productions.

6. Conclusions

To conclude, children are able to pick up both allophonic and allomorphic variation
at an early stage of development. Children even seem to produce the underlying
contrast in a neutralizing context to a certain extent, which was beyond expecta-
tion of all hypotheses mentioned in the introduction. From the data we can con-
clude that children use the allomorphic variation in stressed and unstressed stem
vowels to determine the nature of underlying vowels. 

We showed that children do not produce vowels as they hear them. Rather, they
often make ‘errors’ with respect to the realization of vowels. This is evidence
against an exemplar-based approach. These errors do not seem to go in one par-
ticular direction; that is, ease of production does not seem to account for the error
patterns. Rather, the error patterns suggest that children are in the process of detect-
ing an abstract phonological system. Our data support the claim made long ago by
Jakobson & Halle (1956) and reinstated by Dresher (2004) that children use phono-
logical processes to build up an abstract system of phonological contrasts. Place
of Articulation features are produced correctly very early. The Tongue Height fea-
tures take longer to learn, and particular the role of the feature [high] seems to take
its time. In other words, the large amount of allophonic and allomorphic variation
cues the acquisition of a system of phonological contrasts. With contrasts estab-
lished, phonological representations can be fairly abstract. 

Children do sometimes produce full vowels for reduced ones, as predicted
under the ‘little linguist’ hypothesis, but not for all vowels. Target /a/ in unstressed
position is always produced as a reduced vowel, never as a full vowel. Stressed /e/
in palatal context is often produced as [e], which is not predicted under the ‘little
linguist’ hypothesis: as [ɐ] occurs in stressed position in the input, children were pre-
dicted to start with the assumption that [ɐ] is one of the phonemic stressed vow-
els of the language.

The learnability account hypothesized correctly that children can learn allo-
phonic variation. This is both true for the variation of the stressed vowels /a/ and /e/,
and presumably also for the variation of the nature of the vowel in stressed and
unstressed position. As the data do show variation, errors and some development,
this acquisition process is not completed in infancy, but continues in the first years
of life. Learnability models furthermore predicted that allomorphic variation is
acquired late. For Germanic languages it is often argued that allomorphic varia-
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tion is only acquired after age three and is not fully acquired before school age
(Zamuner et al., to appear). EP children seem to start much earlier with the acqui-
sition of allomorphic variation, presumably because of the complexity of the vowel
system and the many processes in which vowels are involved: stress-related
vowel reduction, allophonic variation of /a/ before nasals, allophonic variation of
/e/ before palatals, vowel deletion and vowel harmony. Unfortunately, our data-
base of longitudinal spontaneous child language data provided us with insufficient
material to arrive at a more fin-grained pattern of development. Future work should
either use more dense databases (Lieven et al. 2003), or design experiments to gain
more insight. 
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